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As a result of weathering and aeolian processes a fine-grained dark material can be
found on both Martian hemispheres. It is characterized by a much lower albedo (<
0.15) than the surrounding terrain and accumulates in patches and dune fields. Analysis of near infrared spectra from the OMEGA spectrometer yields a higher content of
mafic unoxidized minerals such as high and low Ca-pyroxenes and olivine. On impact
crater floors, the material is frequently accumulated into barchan or transverse dune
fields. HRSC data show that the material is blown into and out of craters, indicating
that such depressions can act as traps or as sources. In some cases, dark layers in crater
walls with dark streaks running down slope seem to be an additional supply for the
dark material. We measured the dune volume using HRSC-DTMs and estimated the
total amount of material inside the craters to verify the proportion of the dark layers
as a source mechanism for the material inside. So far, no significant relation between
crater degradation stage and dune volume could be recognized. Dark streaks extending downwind from the dune on to the surrounding terrain indicate an unconsolidated
characteristic of the material and erosion by aeolian scour. However, not every dune
suggests a grain release. This poses the question regarding the ages of active dunes,
in which some could be "paleo" features. A comparison of modeled wind fields with
the morphology related to wind direction suggests that both wind directions do not
coincide in every case. For more detailed information concerning the surface properties, we analyzed the night-time brightness temperatures (from THEMIS data) and the
thermal inertia (from TES data) of the dune surfaces. If the dune surfaces have warmer

brightness temperatures at night with respect to the surrounding, it can be supposed
that the surface is consolidated. The dune fields studied show significant differences in
night-time brightness temperatures and thermal inertia due to varieties in the physical
structure and the grain size of the surface material. The results show that some dune
surfaces consist of unconsolidated sandy material that is recently eroded and moved.
These dunes are inferred to be active. We assume that dunes with high thermal inertia
values, high night-time brightness temperatures and the absence of interaction with
the current blowing wind have consolidated surfaces consisting of cemented particles.

